Study of Wear on the Metal on Polycarbonate Urethane (PCU) Contact in Total Hip Arthroplasty Using Finite Element Method
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ABSTRACT
Latterly, the polycarbonate urethane (PCU) has suggested a viable substitute to conventional bearings. The aim of this study is to determine the von Mises stress and contact pressure as a function of different of acetabular cup thickness. The analysis of this study was conducted by the finite element method. Six variation of acetabular liner thickness (5mm, 10mm, 15mm, 20mm, 30mm, and 40mm) were used in this simulation. The contact pressure was determined to predict the wear performance of PCU acetabular liner. The result shown that the thicker of the acetabular liner, the smaller the contact pressure and the smaller the contact radius. Thus predictable that the thinner the PCU acetabular liner, the higher the wear rate.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Total hip arthroplasty (THA) through acknowledge the most prosperous medication carried out in patients from elders to teenagers. More severe activities in patients receiving hip arthroplasty cause friction moments and higher wear rates [1-2]. Along with the increasing friction activity on the bearing surface resulting in an increase in temperature which is a danger aspect for implant strength in the lifelong [3]. As a result, greater friction can cause aseptic loosening of implants in the medium, as well as long-term complications. [4-5]. Thus, reducing friction becomes important for the long-term survival of hip arthroplasty [3].

Since surgeons’ major goal is implant long-term survival, there have been significant advancements in implant design, bone fixation implants, and bearing surfaces throughout the past half-century [6]. To prevent wear debris, which might cause an immunological reaction and lead to aseptic easing, it’s critical to use a bearing surface with a low wear rate. The bearing surface has undergone numerous changes since THA’s inception. However, the polyethylene bearing surface remains a mainstay in THA systems, and its application continues to expand [7]. The primary issue with THA’s primary action on polyethylene bearing surfaces is osteolysis, a condition caused by polyethylene wear debris that can result in aseptic loosening and premature implant failure [8]. The wear of polyethylene is a multifactorial biotribological activity. Earlier reports have proposed kinematics [9]-[13], part orientation [14]-[16], design of implant [17]-[18], the wear laws of material [19]-[21], joint loads [22-23] and the anatomy and demography of patient [24-25] as prospective aspects supporting to polyethylene wear.

Minimizing friction between bearing surfaces is very important to ensure long-term survival of THA [3]. In recent years, the production of 80A polyurethane bionate has proposed a viable substitute to bearing components. Biostability and excessive endurance to hydrolysis, oxidation, and calcification have been shown in vitro [26]. Three years of follow-up, in vivo reports have shown that there are the lack of noticeable signs of biodegradation in PCU material [27]. Over millions of loading cycles, a comparison of metal on PCU with metal on highly cross linked polyethylene (including gamma
irradiation) revealed that polyurethane had a reduced wear rate, better corrosion protection, and wear debris particles that are less likely to cause osteolysis. [28]–[31]. All of these features that makes polyurethane a suitable alternative for a THA bearing surface.

The development of bearing surface wear must be understood accurately as a critical performing index of the artificial hip joint. Implant performance can be assessed by measuring the level of wear through clinical and laboratory studies [32]. Essner et al. [33] performed a hip simulator test exhausting a abridged loading cycle, and competed and evaluated wear on ceramics on PE, metals on metals and ceramics on ceramics artificial hip joint for a brief time of up to 5 million cycles. Such in vitro tests are mostly expensive and time-consuming, especially when various design parameters are required.

The finite element method (FEM) as a prevailing computational device has been generally operated to develop the construct of artificial hip joint and to reduce the costly experimental tests. The FEM has become the approach of option to investigate the mechanical performance of substances described by complex forms and which are exposed to complex loading. As such, it is extensively employed in the analysis of contact between solids [33]–[36]. Using the FEM, a number of research have been carried out to better understand the contact stresses, deformation, destruction, and malfunction of prosthesis. [37][38], Maxian et al. [39] The wear and damage layout of a soft UHMWPE cup were modelled. Teoh et al. [36] prolonged the Maxian’s model and performed a parametric wear simulation of UHMWPE liner surfaces by reflecting the elasto-plastic characteristics of the material. Bevil et al. [40] simulated the effect of several design parameters on volumetric wear and penetration depth of a soft UHMWPE liner surface, such like radial clearance, head size, and liner thickness. Matsoukas et al. [41] and Kang et al [42] implement a 3D FEM by integrating cross shear and both creep laws. The majority computational wear assessment stated above concentrated on the wear of soft acetabular liner (UHMWPE) surfaces which articulate against a femoral head. Our previous research used FEM to determine the influence of surface texturing on the UHMWPE flat surface contacted with steel balls against von misses stress and contact pressure [43]–[45].

Research of PCU on metal pairs as a component of artificial hip joints has been in demand by several researchers in recent years. Based on a literature search, there is very limited study of FEM PCU material as a bearing material in artificial hip joints. This study presents a simulation of FEM PCU material as a bearing material contacted with steel as a femoral head. The phenomenon observed is contact pressure and von misses, where this data will be used to predict the wear value that occurs in the bearing material. FEM simulation is done by applying six variations in the thickness of the bearing material.

2. METHOD

The artificial hip joint as being arranged of a rigid femoral head and an elastic acetabular liner. The type of simulation used in this study is axisymmetric simulation. Axisymmetric simulation is a simulation in which the geometry model has symmetry with its rotation axis. A parametric 2D axisymmetric FEM of a metal on PCU (hard on soft) total hip arthroplasty was acquired applying ABAQUS. Acetabular liner and femoral head modeling in this study can be seen in Fig. 1. The load given to the femoral head is 2500 N in the direction of the positive y axis, and modeled as a perfectly rigid body. The acetabular liner with PCU material was assumable linear elastic. In this simulation is no fluid film lubrication applied between femoral head and acetabular liner. Material properties of PCU and steel were uses in this simulation is presented in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Young Modulus (Mpa)</th>
<th>Poisson’s Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>210000</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCU</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure 1](image.png)

Figure 1 Axisymmetric model of femoral head and acetabular liner

The interaction between both the femoral head and the acetabular cup was generated using the penalty approach and the traditional isotropic Coulomb friction model. The contact discretization was done on a surface to surface basis. The first boundary condition is given to the outside of the acetabular liner, where this boundary condition is encastre (Ux, y = 0, Rux, y = 0), which means there is no displacement and rotation in that area. While the second boundary condition is given to the reference point of the femoral head. The second boundary condition used is a type of displacement in the direction of the x axis and rotation of the x and y axis, which means that the reference point at the femoral head is only
allowed y axis. Furthermore the acetabular cup was meshed with the CAX4R type quadrilateral element, with 500 elements. Meshing is only given to acetabular liners, because the femoral head is assumed to be rigid body. The model projected of paper regarding on the hypothesis that the acetabular cup is infinitely thick. Six different thicknesses of acetabular liner were employed in this investigation to better understand the impact of thickness on contact pressure (5 mm, 10 mm, 15 mm, 20 mm, 30 mm, 40 mm).

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

Before the FEM simulation PCU material is carried out prior validation to ensure that the simulation steps taken are correct. The validation was carried out by distinguishing with the work of Tudor [46] that are presented in Figure 2. Verification was applied for 5 mm thickness. The contact pressure at the contact surface as a function of the contact radius is concurrence with the outcome of Tudor. It can be seen that the simulation results are close to the research performed by Tudor with an error percentage below 5%. Thus it can be said that the simulations carried out are valid and can proceed to further research.

![Validation](image)

**Figure 2** Validation of contact pressure from the FEM simulation with the journal Tudor for a thickness of 5 mm liner

The results of a finite element simulation of hip arthroplasty using the new PCU soft bearing surface are presented in this research. Figure 3 depicts the contact pressure distribution for the six examples. The thicker the acetabular liner, the lower the contact pressure and the smaller the contact radius, as shown in the graph of simulation results. PCU contact pressure material simulation results for thickness variations are shown in Figure 4. The amount of wear value can be predicted by the contact pressure value (Cp). A model approach to describing wear is proposed by Archad [47]. Archad supposes that the serious parameters in sliding wear are the stress area in contact and the relation sliding distance between the contact surfaces. According to Archad's wear model, it is known that if the contact pressure value increases, the wear rate increases. Based on the results of the simulations that have been made, it is known that the thicker the acetabular liner, the smaller the contact pressure value. Thus it can be predicted that the thinner the PCU acetabular liner, the higher the wear rate.

![Contact Pressure Distribution](image)

**Figure 3** Contact pressure distribution for six cup thickness (the diameter of femoral head d=22 mm, joint load F=2500N, and relative clearance ψ = 0.005)
In addition to contact pressure data, von Mises stress data was also taken in this study. Von Mises stress value obtained from PCU metal on contact simulation is mentioned in Figure 5. Based on the picture analyzed that at a thickness of 5 mm to 30 mm the thinner the acetabular liner the greater the value of von Mises stress. Von Mises value decreased slightly in the 40 mm acetabular liner thickness. 3D plot of von Mises for each acetabular liner thickness shown in Figure 6.

**Figure 4** The 3D plot of the contact pressure simulation results for thickness (a) 5 mm, (b) 10 mm, (c) 15 mm, (d) 20 mm, (e) 30 mm, and (f) 40 mm

**Figure 5** The von Misses stress distribution as a function of different thickness of PCU acetabular liner
4. CONCLUSION

This paper reports a finite element method to calculate the contact pressure and von Mises stress for soft on hard hip implants. The FEM model may be operated for prosthesis construct, surgery preparing, and patient retrieval programs. The thickness of acetabular liners made from PCU has an influence on contact pressure, which directly affects the value of material wear when contact occurs. Increased contact pressure has a negative impact because it increases the value of wear in the artificial hip joint. As conclusion from the obtained results, the thicker of the acetabular liner, the smaller the contact pressure and the smaller the contact radius. Thus predictable that the thinner the PCU acetabular liner, the higher the wear rate.
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